
 

 

Russian War Against Ukraine: 

Energy Dimension 
DiXi Group alert 

(status as of 12:00, May 24) 

Stop russian nuclear terrorism!  
Stop the atrocities!  

Introduce full embargo on russian oil and gas imports now! 

 

#StopRussianAggression  

#StandWithUkraine 

 

Summary 

• App. 635,700 consumers all over Ukraine did not have electricity supply, and over 
161,000 consumers remained without gas supply. 

• The main gas pipeline that supplied gas to the Donetsk and Luhansk regions was 
damaged, and supply to this part of the gas system was suspended. Reconstruction of 
the pipeline was impossible due to active hostilities, while alternative supply routes were not 
available due to the occupiers’ intervention in the operation of the gas system. 

• According to the preliminary results of Ukrenergo auction on access to cross-border 
capacity for imports/exports of electricity in June 2022, access was granted to 7 
companies in the directions of Poland and Moldova.  

• The President Volodymyr Zelenskyi urged the participants of the World Economic Forum in 
Davos to impose an embargo on Russian oil, to block all Russian banks and the IT 
sector. 

• Zelenskyi also signed the Law No. 2257-IX on confiscation of property of persons 
under sanctions. Assets, belonging to a natural person or a legal entity, as well as assets 
under direct or indirect disposal, can be subject to such a type of confiscation. 



• The First Deputy Minister of Economy Denys Kudin reported that monthly volumes of 
petroleum imports do not cover the volumes of consumption, while diesel fuel imports 
exceed the monthly consumption by 20%. The reason for still long lines at filling stations 
he mentioned the low stocks of operators - standing at 3-5 days of sales instead of 15-20 
days as before. 

 

Attacks: 
 

According to the Ministry of Reintegration of the Temporarily Occupied Territories, the list of 

communities located in the zone of hostilities or under temporary occupation includes the territorial 

communities of the Dnipropetrovsk (6), Donetsk (66), Zaporizhzhia (61), Luhansk (37), Mykolaiv 

(22), Kharkiv (51) and Kherson (49) regions. The status can be viewed on a digital map. 

Donetsk region In the last 24 hours, 14 settlements of the Donetsk region, including Bakhmut, 
Lyman, Soledar, and Avdiivka, were shelled from aircraft, tanks, heavy 
artillery and multiple rocket launch systems, killing and injuring people, as the 
National Police reported. The shelling damaged at least 40 residential 
facilities, including homes, educational and religious facilities, an agricultural 
enterprise, and a critical infrastructure facility. On May 23, shelling damaged 
the main gas pipeline that transported gas to the settlements of the Donetsk 
and Luhansk regions, and the supply to this section of the gas system was 
stopped at 14:00. 

Due to constant shelling, destruction of mines and warehouses, the largest 
salt production company in Europe - Artemsil, - had stopped operations. The 
Russian occupiers were trying to rebuild the port in the occupied city of 
Mariupol, which stores about 200,000 tons of metal and cast iron worth 170 
million USD, and 12,400 tons of grains, for further theft and exports from the 
territory of Ukraine, reported the Mariupol Sea Commercial Port director Ihor 
Barskyi. 

Luhansk 
region 

The Russian troops were chaotically and almost continuously shelling 
Severodonetsk, the city's infrastructure had been destroyed by 90%, all 
power substations had varying degrees of damage, reported the Luhansk 
Regional Military Administration Head Serhii Haidai. During the day, at least 
6 residential buildings were damaged in the cities of Severodonetsk and 
Lysychansk, 4 in the city of Zolote and 3 in the city of Novodruzhesk; there 
were constant reports of destroyed residential houses in the cities of Popasna 
and Rubizhne. In the Luhansk direction, the enemy concentrated its efforts 
on the encirclement of Lysychansk and Severodonetsk, and with the support 
of artillery conducted assault operations in the directions of Toshkivka and 
Ustynivka near Lysychansk. 

Kharkiv region Every day, the Russian occupiers launch missile and artillery strikes on the 
civilians of the city of Kharkiv and the settlements of the region, as the 
National Police reported. During the day, as a result of enemy shelling, 10 
cases of residential houses and other buildings damages were recorded. In 
particular, a residential district was shelled in the city of Kharkiv with multiple 
rocket launch systems, 5 residential buildings and cars were damaged; in the 
village of Lebezhe, a private house caught fire due to a shell explosion. 
According to the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, 
General Valerii Zaluzhnyi, the Armed Forces of Ukraine have already 
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liberated 24 settlements in the Kharkiv region since the beginning of 
hostilities. 

Sumy region During the day, the Russian troops fired mortars and artillery at the village of 
Mezenivka in the Krasnopillia community and its neighboorhood, with 
damage to residential buildings and fire on a farm, but no one was injured, 
reported the Sumy Regional Military Administration Head Dmytro Zhyvytskyi. 
In addition, according to the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, 
the enemy launched an airstrike on the positions of Ukrainian troops in the 
area of Bilopillya. 

Chernihiv 
region 

According to the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the Russian 
occupiers did not stop shelling the positions of the Ukrainian defense forces, 
which were deployed in the immediate vicinity of the state border in the 
Chernihiv region. In addition, mines on the liberated territories remained a 
serious problem - on May 23, a tractor hit a mine during field work, the driver 
died. 

Odesa region In the Black Sea, maneuvers of ships of the Russian Black Sea Navy armed 
with cruise missiles continued. According to the Odesa Regional Military 
Administration spokesman Serhii Bratchuk, the Russians' goal was to further 
blockade the port of Odesa and control the northwestern part of the Black 
Sea. To this end, in the temporarily occupied Crimea, the Russians were 
deploying additional S-400 anti-aircraft complexes, as well as strengthening 
defensive and offensive capabilities on the Zmiinyi island. 

Mykolaiv 
region 

In the Mykolaiv region, the enemy didn't stop artillery attacks on positions of 
the Ukrainian troops, as the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine 
reported. On the way out of the Kherson region, the Ukrainian military found 
shot civilian cars, which the occupiers sent to the mined area, and then 
opened fire on the survivors. According to the Mykolaiv Regional Military 
Administration, as of May 24, since the beginning of the Russian invasion, 
3,660 residential facilities were partially or completely damaged in the region, 
in particular 2,599 facilities of housing stock (+11 residential houses), 285 
electricity (+1 object), 145 gas, 53 heat and 16 water supply facilities. 

Kherson region According to the Operational Command "South", the situation in the occupied 
Kherson region remained difficult, some settlements were in critical condition 
– residential houses were damaged, there were injured and killed people, 
and civilians suffered from the lack of medicines and basic necessities. In the 
village of Bilozerka, 10 houses were destroyed and 3 civilians were killed by 
cluster shelling. In the Beryslav and Kakhovka districts, the occupiers were 
forcibly detaining people, preventing them from evacuating, and not allowing 
humanitarian aid from all directions except Crimea (with miserable aid 
supply). In addition, measures were being taken to establish the Russian 
administrative and police regime in the temporarily occupied territories. 
According to the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the Russians 
created 19 so-called "commandant offices" in the occupied territories of the 
Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions. 

Zaporizhzhia 
region 

The Russian troops did not stop attacking the civilian infrastructure of the 
region, as the Zaporizhzhia Regional Military Administration reported. During 
the day, due to enemy shelling, 3 high-voltage 35 kV transmission lines and 
3 substations were damaged, leaving more than 17,000 consumers without 
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electricity supply; power supply was restored during the day. On the night of 
May 24, due to active hostilities, power grids of the Orikhiv district branch, 
which supply the village of Preobrazhenka and part of the city of Orikhiv, were 
damaged, leaving almost 3,000 consumers without electricity supply; in 
addition, a distribution gas pipeline between the settlements was damaged. 
In the city of Polohy, an outbuilding, educational and administrative buildings, 
agricultural transport and equipment were destroyed. 

Dnipropetrovsk 
region 

In the evening of May 23, the Russian troops attacked railway infrastructure 
in the Pavlohrad and Synelnykove districts with 4 missiles, reported the 
Dnipropetrovsk Regional Military Administration Head Valentyn 
Reznichenko. As a result of the shelling, a railway track and contact network 
were destroyed, and 12 residential buildings were damaged. On the night of 
May 24, the Russian occupiers opened fire with multiple rocket launch 
systems "Uragan" on Zelenodolsk and Shyroke communities, with 
destruction, but no injuries among civilians. 

 

Nuclear and Radiation Safety: 
 
As of 08:00 on May 24, all operating NPPs of Ukraine were operating normally; radiation, fire and 
environmental conditions at station sites and adjacent areas were within current standards. 

Chornobyl NPP 
Exclusion Zone 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zaporizhzhia NPP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the Exclusion Zone, the process of gradual restoration and 
normalization of enterprises continued. According to the chief of the 
National Police Ihor Klymenko, as part of the demining of the Exclusion 
Zone, a cache of over 30 demining munitions filled with plastiс explosives 
was found, and the remains of metal wires were scattered nearby. 
According to police, the munitions took up a lot of space, so the Russians 
left them and used the boxes to steal and take away scrap metal. 

 

The Zaporizhzhia NPP and the satellite city of Energodar have been 
under the control of Russian terrorists for 82 days in a row. ZNPP power 
units are serviced by Ukrainian personnel with proper rotation, but the 
nuclear and radiation safety of the station is under threat due to the 
constant physical, psychological and informational pressure of the 
occupiers on the station employees and residents. 

According to Energoatom, on May 23, the Russian military broke into the 
apartment of Serhii Shvets, an employee of the ZNPP energy repair unit, 
and shot him with an automatic weapon. Currently, doctors fight for 
Shvets’ life at the local hospital. Also, the mayor of Energodar Dmytro 
Orlov told the media on reports that, after an explosion, the occupiers’ 
‘head of administration’ Andrii Shevchyk has a collarbone broken. 

As of 08:00 on May 24, the radiation background at the ZNPP industrial 
site was 11 μR/h, in the sanitary protection zone - 8-12 μR/h; gamma 
background in the Zaporizhzhia region was also stable (7-12 μR/h) and 
did not pose a threat to life and public health. 

The presence of Russian terrorists at nuclear facilities poses extremely high threats to 
nuclear and radiation safety on a global scale! Ukraine demands to recognize the actions of 
Russia and Rosatom as nuclear terrorism, which aims to intentionally violate the security of 
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nuclear power plants, international law and basic human rights with the aim of genocide, 
ecocide and encroachment on the country's sovereignty. 

We call on international partners to increase pressure on the IAEA, whose actions may 
prevent acts of nuclear terrorism by Russia. At the same time, it is critical to minimize 
Russia's influence on IAEA policies and activities, in particular by removing all Russians from 
key positions in the Agency's Secretariat and restricting their access to information about 
Ukraine's nuclear power plants. 

We also emphasize the need to impose tough sanctions on the management, staff, products, 
international projects of Rosatom and, in general, the nuclear industry of the aggressor 
country! 

 

Electricity Sector: 
 

Power system operation 

For over 2 months, Ukraine's power system has been stably operating in trial synchronous mode 
with the Continental Europe network (ENTSO-E). Commercial exports of electricity to Poland via the 
Dobrotvirska TPP - Zamosc transmission line remained at the stable schedule with a maximum level 
of 210 MW during the day. Technical cross-borders flows between the energy systems continued 
between Ukraine and Eastern Europe (Poland, Romania, Hungary, Slovakia and Moldova).  

According to the preliminary results of Ukrenergo auction on access to cross-border capacity for 
imports/exports of electricity in June 2022, access was granted to 7 companies in the directions of 
Poland and Moldova. Of 147 MW auctioned monthly capacity from Ukraine to Poland, the largest 
volume (141 MW) was purchased by DTEK Zakhidenergo, the remaining 6 MW by Ukr Gaz Resurs. 
Also, 4 companies purchased 420 MW monthly capacity from Ukraine to Moldova, including 403 MW 
by D.TRADING. In addition, Stimeks purchased 560 MW of monthly capacity from Moldova to 
Ukraine.  

Ukrenergo continued to rebuild damaged energy infrastructure. Particularly, another steps in the 
restoration works at two substations in the central and northern regions of Ukraine have been 
completed. At a 750 kV substation, voltage and load transformers were replaced, and at a 330 kV 
substation, equipment and relays of one of the cells were completely restored. Also, in the central 
region, 7 crews work on two 330-750 kV overhead lines. In the eastern region, inspection of a 330 
kV line damaged by shelling has been completed and restoration works are planned. At one of the 
substations in the region, equipment at one of the switchyards was restored. 

Electricity market performance 

Day-ahead market (DAM): As for May 24,  the DAM weighted average settlement price amounted 
to 2,200.55 UAH/MWh (-3.5% vs the previous trading day). At the same time, the total volume of 
trading decreased significantly - to 8,929.5 MWh (-23% vs the previous day). Despite the decrease 
in the volume of supply, which was declared at 73,261.2 MWh (-6.8%), the market surplus increased 
- the gap with the volume of purchase bids grew from 6.8 to 8.2 times. At the same time, the structure 
of purchase was distributed as follows: 63.8% by suppliers, 35.9% by system operators, 0.3% by 
producers and traders. 

Intraday market (IDM): On May 23, the weighted average price of electricity on IDM amounted to 
2,908.79 UAH/MWh (+1.8% vs the previous day). The total volume of trading increased to 266,8 
MWh (+251% vs the previous day). At the same time, the supply volumes amounted to 31,225.9 
MWh (+1.9%). The combination of these factors led to a significant drop in the IDM surplus - the gap 
with the volume of purchase bids decreased from 403 to 117 times. There were also changes in the 
structure of purchase: 92.7% occupied by producers, 7.3% by suppliers. 
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Disruption and resumption of supply 

According to the Ministry of Energy, as of May 23, 635,700 consumers in 695 settlements were 
disconnected from electricity supply; and supply to 95,300 consumers (incl. 60,400 consumers offline 
due to bad weather) was resumed during the day.  

Large-scale power supply disruptions and, consequently, active recovery works were taking place: 

• in the Donetsk region, according to DTEK, supply to 1,100 consumers in 2 settlements was 
resumed during the day; 299 settlements were left without electricity supply (according to the 
Cabinet of Ministers, 328,200 consumers) ;  

• in the Luhansk region, according to the Cabinet of Ministers, over 128,200 consumers were 
left without electricity supply;  

• in the Kharkiv region, according to the Cabinet of Ministers, 90,700 consumers were with 
no electricity supply; supply to 10,900 consumers (incl. (1,700 disconnected due to weather 
conditions) was resumed during the day; 

• in the Zaporizhzhia region, as of 07:00 on May 24, 24,116 consumers in 75 settlements 
were left without electricity supply; supply to 17,294 consumers in 11 settlements was 
resumed during the day; 

• in the Mykolaiv region, according to the Regional Military Administration, 92 settlements 
were left without electricity supply (3 of them partially); according to the Cabinet of Ministers, 
supply to 1,600 consumers was resumed during the day; 

• in the Sumy region, according to the Cabinet of Ministers, supply to 1,200 consumers was 
resumed during the day; 

• in the Kherson region, according to the Cabinet of Ministers, supply to 6 settlements was 
completely resumed during the day, and to 1 partially; 

• in the Chernihiv region, according to the Cabinet of Ministers, supply to 6,800 consumers 
was resumed during the day; 

• in the Zhytomyr region, according to the Cabinet of Ministers, supply to 5,600 consumers 
was resumed during the day; 

• in the Lviv region, according to the Cabinet of Ministers, supply to 41,500 consumers was 
resumed during the day; 

• there was no up-to-date consolidated information on power supply in the Odesa, 
Dnipropetrovsk and Kyiv regions at the time of the review preparation. 

 

Gas Sector: 
 

As of May 22, the transit of Russian gas through the territory of Ukraine decreased by 1.9 mcm 
compared to the previous day and amounted to 44.2 mcm. These volumes were only 41% of the 
capacity contracted by Gazprom (109 mcm per day). There were no transit flows via the Sokhranivka 
interconnection point. Physical imports of gas from the EU were reported from the Hermanowice 
interconnection point (virtual interconnection point "Ukraine-Poland") at 0.55 mcm. 
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Gas transit through Ukraine (at Sokhranivka and Sudzha interconnection points), mcm 

 

Source: GTSOU 

 

Disruption and resumption of supply 

The Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhia, Chernihiv, Mykolaiv and Kharkiv regions had the most 
challenging situation in gas supply. According to the Cabinet of Ministers, as of May 23, over 161,000 
consumers were left with no gas supply. Gas supply to 420 consumers was restored during the day. 

According to GTSOU, on May 23, the main gas pipeline that supplied gas to the Donetsk and 
Luhansk regions was damaged by the shelling of Russian invaders. At 14:00 on the same day, gas 
supply was suspended. Reconstruction of the pipeline is impossible due to active hostilities. At the 
same time, alternative supply routes are not available due to the occupiers’ intervention in the 
operation of the gas system. Consumers should follow the relevant recommendations of distribution 
network operators. 

In the Donetsk region, the local DSO reported its ability to continue restoration works depends on 
the ability of GTSOU to restore the above-mentioned main gas pipeline. 

According to the Luhansk Regional Military Administration Head Serhii Haidai, despite the damage 
to the main gas pipeline, the gas distribution continued in 3 settlements to about 36,000 consumers 
due to the residual pressure in other main gas pipelines. Thus, there will be enough gas for such 
consumers for another month and a half. 

In the Kharkiv region, repair works were underway in the liberated settlements (particularly in the 
village of Vilkhivka). Several houses in the city of Derhachi were reconnected to gas supply. At the 
same time, the occupiers continued to fire on the gas infrastructure: a direct hit by a projectile 
destroyed one of the gas control points in the Chuhuiv district, but the interruption of gas supply to 
residents was avoided. A high-pressure gas pipeline in the Kharkiv district was also damaged, and 
about 800 families were temporarily without gas supply for the duration of repairs. 

In the Zaporizhzhia region, as of 10:20 on May 24, 71,372 consumers in 89 settlements were 
without gas supply. The day before, a gas distribution pipeline between the city of Orikhiv and the 
village of Preobrazhenka was damaged due to intense hostilities. 848 consumers in Preobrazhenka 
were left without gas supply. At the same time, in the city of Orikhiv, the damage caused earlier that 
day to a low-pressure distribution gas pipeline was eliminated. 
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In the Kherson region, as of 12:00 on May 23, 1 community (Vysokopillia) has completely remained 
without gas supply and 3 communities (Velyka Oleksandrivka, Novovorontsovka, Stanislav) partially. 
LPG reserves were running out in 3 communities: the Hornostaivka, Velyka Lepetykha and 
Rubanivka communities; in Novoraysk, Novotroitske and Dolmativka communities, LPG supply had 
run out. 

In the Mykolaiv region, as of May 24, 145 gas infrastructure facilities were damaged due to Russian 
aggression, and 3,449 consumers were left without gas supply. Gas supply to 286 consumers was 
restored during the day. 

According to the Sumy Regional Military Administration, works on restoration of gas supply were 
concentrated in the Okhtyrka district. 

Operational information on gas supply in the Chernihiv region was not available at the time of the 

review preparation. 

 

Countermeasures of Ukrainian Companies 
and Public Authorities 
 
Delivering a speech at the World Economic Forum in Davos, the President of Ukraine Volodymyr 
Zelenskyi urged the participants to impose an embargo on Russian oil, block all Russian banks and 
the IT sector. According to Zelenskyi, every country should not wait for Russia to use special 
weapons (chemical, biological or even nuclear), but to already protect freedom and the normal world 
order. 

The Deputy Head of the Presidential Office Ihor Zhovkva stated that Hungary continues to block the 
adoption of the EU sixth sanctions package on Russia, in particular the oil embargo. According to 
him, the Hungarian leaders are "speculating" on the costs associated with the refusal from Russian 
oil, while a number of countries that have a high level of dependence on Russian oil are already 
trying to find alternative sources of supply. 

According to the Institute of Black Sea Strategic Studies, in April Russia exported about 10.9 million 
tons of crude oil and refined products from ports in the Black and Azov Seas (including ports in the 
occupied Crimea). Among the countries receiving tankers were Turkey (its ports accepted 56 
tankers, or almost 31% of total number) and Greece - 42 tankers (over 23%). 

The President Volodymyr Zelenskyi signed the Law No. 2257-IX on confiscation of property of 
persons under sanctions. The law establishes a new type of confiscation - the penalty of assets, 
belonging to a natural person or a legal entity, as well as assets it can directly or indirectly dispose, 
into the state budget. The Ministry of Justice has been designated as the responsible authority for 
finding assets and filing to court, while administrative proceedings will be conducted by the High 
Anti-Corruption Court. 

The First Deputy Minister of Economy of Ukraine Denys Kudin reported the government expects 
petroleum supplies from Poland's state reserve in the nearest future to cover a quarter of Ukrainian 
demand in May. According to him, the volume of petroleum imports does not cover the volume of 
consumption. At the same time, the volume of diesel fuel imports exceeds the volume of 
consumption by 20%, while the reason for still long lines at filling stations is low stocks of operators 
- 3-5 days of sales instead of 15-20 days as before. 

The Cabinet of Ministers replaced the General Director of Ukrtransnafta - Volodymyr Tsependa has 
been appointed to replace Mykola Havrylenko. According to experts, this decision was justified by 
insufficient success in the project of reverse flow of the Prykarpatzakhidtrans oil products pipeline. It 
is expected that Naftogaz will take an active part in the supply of fuel, and Ukrtransnafta will try to 
look for opportunities of imports from the EU countries, with further transportation from Hungary to 
Ukraine. 

https://www.facebook.com/khoda.gov.ua/posts/373468351481667
https://www.facebook.com/mykoda/posts/377895597705593
https://t.me/Zhyvytskyy/2255?single
https://www.dw.com/uk/zelenskyi-u-davosi-sanktsii-proty-rosii-maiut-buty-maksymalnymy/a-61903834
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC92yCubKGk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.blackseanews.net/read/189195
https://president.gov.ua/news/prezident-pidpisav-zakon-shodo-sankcij-povyazanih-z-aktivami-75289
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2257-20#Text
https://censor.net/ua/news/3343221/ukrayina_otrymaye_benzyn_z_derjrezervu_polschi_zastupnyk_ministra_ekonomiky_kudin
https://suspilne.media/242595-ukrtransnafta-otrimala-novogo-ocilnika/
https://www.facebook.com/SerhiiKuiun/posts/pfbid02CzWWh9xjmc27azsvEhKAYvVK2Z6Nx3VXRiL7s4nbh6fYG5gdUMESnVo6ZGvawNCWl


Oleh Ruban, the Head of the State Service for Food Safety and Consumer Protection Department 
in Kyiv, announced the start of inspections at 68 filling stations due to the sharp rise in prices. The 
Service currently records violations at every second station, in particular, due to the lack of 
announcements before the prices are increased (as fuel is among ‘socially significant goods’), as 
well as "excessive balances of earnings". 

 

Sources:  
The alerts are developed based on collected, verified, and analyzed information reports of over 100 
official sources: ministries, state agencies, network operators, and energy companies. Information 
was collected only from official websites and official social media accounts. 

 
 
 
 
For subscriptions, comments and other questions, please email to: author@dixigroup.org 

SUPPORT UKRAINIAN ENERGY SECTOR 
Prior to transferring funds, please email to the Energy Community 
Secretariat 

 
SUPPORT UKRAINIAN ARMY 
 
To financially support Heroic Ukrainian Army, please follow the link                         
(The National Bank of Ukraine) 
 

 

https://www.unn.com.ua/uk/exclusive/1978169-palivna-kriza-na-kozhniy-drugiy-azs-u-kiyevi-fiksuyut-porushennya
mailto:author@dixigroup.org
mailto:Barbora.Poyner@energy-community.org?subject=Ukraien%20Energy%20Support%20Fund
mailto:Barbora.Poyner@energy-community.org?subject=Ukraien%20Energy%20Support%20Fund
https://bank.gov.ua/en/about/support-the-armed-forces

